The FunGenES consortium: functional genomics in engineered embryonic stem cells.
Although the complete sequence of a mammalian genome defines the information content of each cell, understanding the selective usage of this information during the development of specific cell types is limited. The fundamental questions that remain to be answered includes, which are the gene subsets that define the pluripotential self-renewing state of embryonic stem (ES) cells, partially and terminally differentiated developmental states, and how are transitions between these states regulated (lineage commitment)? The FunGenES consortium has been formed to address this challenge by mapping the gene subsets involved in pluripotent, lineage committed, and selected differentiated cell types using gene expression profiling and functional screens. They create an atlas of mammalian genome participating in early and late developmental processes. To fulfil the aim, mouse ES cells were used as an in vitro developmental model system that is very close to the human as they are pluripotent. They can be differentiated through the three major developmental pathways ecto-, meso-, and endoderm into many committed cell types and can be genetically engineered with relative ease. Knowledge of genetic pathways in mouse ES cell differentiation and development might be translated to human ES cells and the potential development of stem cell-based therapies.